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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

Source One Supply Chain Experts Join ISM-7 Counties Professionals 

Networking Event 

Willow Grove, PA (April 14, 2015) - This April, Source One will join the industry’s best and brightest 

for ISM-7 Counties’ Professionals Networking Event. As strategic sourcing experts and thought leaders, 

Source One will be sharing their unique insights, as well as engaging with other industry veterans and 

emerging professionals. Co-sponsoring the event with MRA Global Sourcing, Source One continues to be 

a change agent and pioneer within the evolving supply chain profession.  

Source One’s Vice President of Operations, William Dorn shared, “The duties and activities of supply 

management as not only a profession but an integral business function are adapting as new technologies 

and processes emerge. Source One always look forward to engaging and connecting with other experts in 

the industry, as well as new talent. It’s an excellent opportunity to learn from each other and promote 

supply management as a whole.” 

Event attendees will also hear from guest speaker Julienne Ryan, a professional speaker and prominent 

leadership coach. Audience members will walk away with proven learning and engagement tools and 

story-telling techniques to perform better at work or on a professional job search.  

Continuing an eventful Q2 2015, Source One will also host an exhibition booth and present a discussion 

on Sourcing from Mexico at the greater ISM Annual Conference in May.  

 

About The Institute for Supply Management (ISM) 7 Counties 

ISM-7 Counties is an affiliate of the Institute of Supply Management, rich in history and dedicated to 

educational excellence. ISM-7 Counties serves the professional, educational and networking needs of 

supply chain colleagues in the six New York Counties: Westchester, Rockland, Orange, Dutchess, 

Putnam and Ulster, plus Fairland County in Connecticut. ISM 7-Counties is a not-for-profit association 

that provides opportunities for the promotion of the profession and the expansion of professional skills 

and knowledge. 

About Source One 

Source One Management Services, LLC is a leading supply chain and procurement services consulting 

firm. With over 20 years of experience, our proven strategy helps clients optimize their performance and 
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profitability by providing spend management solutions and cross-industry best practices. For more 

information on Source One Management Services, visit us on the web at www.sourceoneinc.com.  
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